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rIlhe present invention relates to devices for 
correcting door sag, and is particularly concerned 
with the provision of means, so constructed that 
it mayreadily be installed by the average house 
holder, and which shall be inexpensive, easy to 
install, and easy to adjust after installation. It 
is‘ an object of ‘the invention to. provide simple 
means which, when installed in the manner con 
templated, willact, as a door moves toward its 

‘ ‘closed position, to force vertical movement of , 
,the free edge of the door into a proper horizontal 
positionof adjustment to permit full closure of 
the door, and/or to effect registrationof the door 
latch with the latch plate on the frame. i A fur 
ther object of the invention is to provide means 
which will not only overcome sag, but which will 
also act as holding means to retainthe doonin 
closed‘position or to press the door latch against 
‘its socket in the lat-ch plate, to prevent rattling of 
the‘ door‘inclosed position. Still further objects 
of the invention will appear as the description 
proceeds. . ‘ 

, To the accomplishment of the above and related 
‘ fobjects, my invention may be embodied in the 
forms illustrated in the accompanying drawings, 
attention being called to the fact, however, that 
the‘ drawings . are illustrative only, and that 
change maybe made in the speci?c constructions 
illustrated and described, so long as the scope of 
the appended claims is not violated. 
?' Fig. 1 is a fragment‘al, more or less diagrame 
inatic, perspective view of portions of a door frame 
and of a vdoor hung therein, with one embodiment 
of my invention installed thereon; ‘ ‘ 
.Fig. 2 is a fragmental elevational view of a 
portion of theifree edge of the door in‘ closed 
association with its frame, showing the same 
embodiment of my invention; ‘ ‘ 
, Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken substantially 
on the line 3—3 of‘Fig. 2, and showing the door 
just before it reaches fully closed position; 

Fig._ 4 is a similar view, showing the parts in 
the relation assumed thereby as the door reaches 
fully‘closed position; ‘ . . ‘ 

_, Figs. 5 and 6 are views similar to Figs. ,3 and 4,‘ 
respectively, and showing the parts of my inven 
tion in adifferent relationship; . V ' - < 

i. Fig. 7 is a similar view, showing a modi?ed form. 
of my invention, with the door in fully closed 
position; ‘ ‘ _> . V , ~ 

. Fig. Sis a view similar to Fig. 7 and showing a 
slightlymodi?ed embodiment of my invention; 

‘ ‘Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig. 3 but showing a 
still further embodiment of‘my invention, with 
the door in partially closed‘position; ‘ ‘ 

til 

it 

Fig. 10 is aview of ‘the embodiment‘ of Fig}? 

withthe door fully closed; . i , i ‘l . ‘Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig.310, but showing 

a modi?ed relationship of the ,parts; .q “ 

.12and13 are similar to FigsUQ‘ and .10; 
but illustrating a further form of my invention; 

Fig, 14 is‘ a similar view, but showing“ still 
another embodiment of my invention; ‘ > > ‘i ‘ 1 

Fig, 15 is a View similar to Fig. .14 but illustrat 
ing a still further embodiment of my invention; 
and i ‘ ‘-.. “W113? 

Fig. 16 isle. similar vie‘w, ‘showinga‘notherfiqrm 
of my. invention. .1 .i l , 1 “ V. ‘, 

Referring more particularly to Figs. 1 to‘émit 
will beseen that I have. illustrated a door, till hung 
in a frame 2!, said frame including a surface, 22, 
which faces, when thedoor; isolosed, ‘the free 
vertical edge 23,01? the door 20. A cylindrical 
disc Ellis mounted upon thesurface 22loy means 
of a screw‘ 25. constituting a journal element for 
said disc, concentric ‘tosaid‘disc, so that the disc 
2A acts as a roller, and: is rotatable upon-its own ‘ 
31x15. . , ‘ ‘, ‘ , , ‘ w‘, 

The cylindrical surface .26 of ‘the disc this 
so positioneduas, to beiengaged; as thedoor Zll 
moves toward closed positionrbyuthe, cylindrical 
surface 27E of a seconddisc 28;secured to the: free 
edge 23 of the door by means. of a screw 29 which 
penetrates. said‘ disc . eccentrically upon‘ “a ‘line, 

1.- parallel,“ with the axisof‘gsaid disc and withthe 
surface 27. .That surface “of the disc tiltwhich 
abuts the door‘ surface ‘231 ‘is provided‘ with axially, 
extending ‘projections which maybe simple burrs, 
but which,‘ ‘when thescrew 29 is‘ solidly set,,will 

' bitev into the surface of thejdoor edge‘to retain 
the‘ disc 2‘8“ again-st rotational movement about’ 
the ‘axis of the screw 29. . However, before ‘the, 
screw‘ 29‘ is‘solidly ‘seated, ‘the disc 2i}, will obvi; 
ously‘be rotationally adjustable‘ ,about the ‘axis 
of‘said ‘screw, thereby adjusting the‘ deglf?? ‘of 
projectionhf thesurface 2T‘ belowthe horizontal‘ 
line intersecting the-axis‘of said‘ s‘c‘rew. ‘ “ 
As the door‘approaches closed position, the cam‘ 

surface 2’! of‘ the cam‘ disc 23 ‘will engage the 
surface 26 of‘ the disc 26!, ‘in the manner illus 
trated‘inlFigl ‘3; whereupon further movement 
.of‘ the doo‘riin closingl direction, will“ cause“ the‘ 
‘distill; to? be‘ cammediupwardly; as the; dis'cfZt‘ 
rotatesin a counter~clockwise direction as viewed‘ 
in Figs. 3 and In Figs. 3 ‘andxll, the reference‘ 
lines Hand L, represent, respectively, the. high‘. 
and lowpositions ofthe axis of the ‘screw .291 
resulting.‘ from the coaction . of‘ the i dis-cs ‘Mandi 
28, whenthe disc 28 is in its‘ illustrated position 
of adjustment; and; the 1 distance“ between‘. said" 
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lines H and L represents the degree of sag cor 
rection effected by the illustrated device. 

In accordance with standard practice, the 
frame 2| includes a surface 3| facing in the 
direction of door-opening movement; and en~ 
gagement of the door 20 with said surface 3i 
limits closing movement of the door. In the 
embodiment of the invention illustrated in Figs. 
1 to 4, it will be. noted that, when the door en 
gages the surface 3|,‘ the vertical: diameter of 
the disc 24 is located between said surface 3| 
and the vertical diameter of the disc 28, so that... 
the sag tendency of the door exerts a door-open 
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ing force through the coactioniofthetsurfaces,> 
26 and 21. That force will hold the door latch 
forcibly against the wall of its socket'in the‘ 
latch plate to retain the door: against rattling. '. 

It will be clear that, because of the provision. 
of the eccentric mounting for the disc 28‘,"'ac= 
curate positioning of the screws 25 and 29 is not 
necessary.‘ The‘ householder may guess at the 
approximate amount of’isag; secure the disc 24 
to“the frame-'22,; and thread thescrew 29'into 
the door edge~23lat approximatelylthe right level. 
Then‘,v swinging the door-toward closed position, 
he"~ascertains-,- by inspection,‘ the approximately 
correct position ofrotational adjustment of the 
disc 28, setsthediscat-that position, solidly seats 
the screw 29, and again tries the effect of closing 
the door. If he‘ ?nds‘ that the‘ door' edge is 
lifted too far, he adjusts the disc 28 in a counter 
clockwise-direction; or if‘ it isl'not lifted far 
enough, he adjusts the disc 28' inv a clockwise 
direction. ' This “try-'ande'set” cycle is repeated 
until‘ the proper adjustment of the disc 28 is 
attained. 
In Figs. 5‘and‘ 6,"I have shown the disc 28 

oppositely- set. That» is, in the ‘arrangement of 
Figs. 5 and 6,-the vertical diameter‘of the disc 
28;’ when the doorris fully'closed,'1is1ocated be 
tween: the surface 3| eandvthe'vertical diameter 
of the roller 24*,»wherebyth‘e tendency of ‘the door 
to sag exerts a force tending to press the door 
against the surface 31; said force acting. through 
the'scoaction of the surfaces 26 and 21.' ' 

In'vFigs. 7 and 8,‘ I'have ‘shown embodiments 
of‘ my‘ invention" primarily ‘intended *for use in 
connection with sW-irigingdoors, via’, doors which 
may open ‘in either direction.‘ Thus; in Fig. 7,1 
have shown an edge‘of a door 32' to which the 
disc-28, having the surface 21, may be secured 
through the medium of the screw 29‘ eccentrically 
penetrating ‘said disc; Upon: the1frame33hI 
mount two discs 34' and. 351031 means of ‘journal: 
lingjscrews 36 and3‘l‘ whose axes are located in.a 
common horizontaluplane and, arespaced apart 
aldistanceonly slightlygreater. than.v the. sum 
of "the radii of said discs. T-he.discs..34. and.,35 
are rotatable. abouttheirjournal elements, re. 
spectively, so .that. their, cylindrical.v surfaces 38 
and 39, respectively, act-asrollers,being-engage 
able by‘the'surface 21,-ofthe .disc- 28w> As the door 
32>‘ approaches : closed. position, assuming the disc 
28 .to- be- properly ad-justedfthe surface'21 of said 
disc will engage-the surface-98 of the \disc 534 :or 
the surface 39 of the disc '35'at a point in the 
upper, ' outer ; quarter: segment of- such isur'face; 
and-as-the vertical . diameter of the disc 28 moves 
toward" the‘ vertical; di'ameterrof the disc '34 or ‘135,r 
trhBfidOOI' "32“will1be' elevated; As the vertical Jdii 
ameteri'of the disc<98':passes.the'vertical diameter 
ofithe engaged‘ roller, the sagging tendency of ‘the 
door will fur-gethe- disc into the’ medium‘ position 
illustratedxinv Fig: 7,1wh‘erein the‘ adjacent pore 
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tions of the roller surfaces 38 and 39 cooperate 
to de?ne a retaining cup. 

In Fig. 8, I have shown a pair of discs 40 and 
4| eccentrically mounted upon screws 42 and 43, 
respectively, whose axes are disposed in a com 
mon horizontal plane and are spaced apart a 
distance slightly greater than the sum of the 
major dimensions of said discs from the axes of 
said..screws.Ea.ch of said..discs.is..formed to~ 
providev a-cylindrical surface 44 or:45l eccentric 
to the screws 42 ‘and 43,‘ respectively, and a fur 
ther disc 46, having a, cylindrical surface 41, is 
rotatably mounted upon a screw 41’ c0ncen~ 
tricallypenetrating the disc and driven into the 
,free edge .of the door 32' to cooperate with the 
cam"'surfaces‘44 and 45 in a manner similar to‘ 
the-cooperationzof the discs 28, 34, and 35 in 
Fig. 7. 

In ‘Figs. 9 and 10, Ihave shown a door edge 
48 carrying a cam disc-'50 secured in place by an 
eccentric ‘screw-'-‘ 5!‘; A’ lever '- ?2'ff-isr-oscillably 
mounted -iupon= a screw - 53 driven-#1intocithéedoor 
frame \ 49 Z1 ‘and‘fon'ewarnr? ~of~said lever-1 isefor-med 
lJOII'DI‘OVidS -‘ aiterminal- socket 'or- recess»55‘"-'adapted 
cooperatively 'to- receive thedi’sci?'. 1 Theloppos 
site»arm 56? of- the'lever152 ~acts v‘as 1a~counter$ 

‘ - weight to hold. the ‘lever ‘52in: a positionrpresenw 
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in'g‘the socket 55>‘ in'the direction-pf door-opening; 
Such position is‘sub'stantiaHy thatl- illustrateds'i'n 
Fig? 9.1 As "the door “approaches-closedposition‘, 
the disc ?ll-‘will’. enter '- the-socket" 55?’ main-1r; 
ther door closing movement willi‘causeatheii-lever 
52~1to be swung ~‘in‘ "aFcounter-cIOckWise’ direction; 
thus elevating the disc =50"~land~theredge'roiothe 
door to which it is secured.‘ Fig.;10-'tillu‘strates 
the 'positions of4the~parts"when' the “doorcis'j‘in 
closed position. _ 

When the-parts'are in‘ the positions "illustrated 
in Fig; 10, the tendency of the door-to-‘sag‘presses 
the» latch against" a wall-of'its 'sock'et;'in'..the 
manner 'above-describedi‘in connection ‘with‘Fig's. 
3 and 4. If the disc 59 is oppositely arranged; 
asillustrated 'in'Figtll; the lever 52",willbe?turned 
beyond its dead center position, and theitendéncy 
of- the door to ‘sag will press .. thedoorlagainst 
its .. cooperating, frame, surface, .in..the..manner 
described in‘ the. above v. description-soft Figs..;-5 
and .6.‘. 
In Figs. 12‘ .and..13,- I I have . shown-Ha-v doom-edge 

?llscarryinga camcdisc ?l‘lsecured'i in placeeby a 
screw 62. . The- door.‘ frame 163.\_-mounts>,=a ‘lever 
64svhichis oscillatable uponas-screw 65rdriven into 
said door frame.v One [arm-‘.66;- Of‘aiS?ddH'lGVE? 6.4 
is formed-.to-provideza socket-:orseat 6F! ilikerthe 
socket 55, for&~the;.-reception of-- theed-is'cn?l The 
other arm 68' ofthe lever 64’ is‘ form-edziwithri'a 
notch 69 ?anked byr?aringgstoprsurfaceso'l?iarrd 
‘HI.’ Ayleaftspringr‘lzvhas its-"fr'eesiend 13 received 
inc: the notch'm69a When ...the 2 door~ is-r openra. the 
spring rend " 73‘ will? cooperate ‘with the 1notch'i69 
and the stoppsurface. ‘H; towholdi thev-lever'164 
resilientlywin the -'~* position 1 illu'str-atedilinr Figs ‘ 122' 
As the door approaches closedepos-itionythe ‘‘disc 
61 engages; in- the'rseat‘i 61,‘ and ifurtherrdooriiclos 
ingv movement iwillll‘shiift the ‘lever 64$irr'a' counter...: 
clockwise direction-to lift the‘ door-edge.‘- As ' the‘ 
spring =endkl3ipasses ‘the vertical: line-intersecting 
the 'axiso? the- screw 55;? the" spring’ will‘actf-as "a 
toggle to throw the lever 64 into the positionfggof 
Fig.’ 13;‘ whereinii'thec door "is “resilientlygiheld 
against’ the cooperating =stoprsurface cftheiframe: 

In~~Fig.~_-'14;' Irha‘ve illustratedxthe ultimatelin 
simplicity’ of "door-guiding‘ m‘echanismhavin‘g the‘ 
operative advantages inherent * in the" use ‘ of " a 
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camdisc-‘pf‘the‘ character1 "herein disclosed’ In 
that embodiment-T of my invention, I jhave'shown 
a door 75 and‘a framel‘member "iii, with ‘a’ disc 
ll‘lmounted‘upon‘theldoor edge lby'means of an 
eccentric‘ screw 18;‘ and a‘v simple bracket ‘l9 se 
cured to the frame member ‘iii‘by ‘screws iidysaid 
bracketvbeing‘i‘forméd to provide an upwardly 
presented plane ‘surface iii‘, inclined upwardly in 
a door closing direction. ‘The disc ‘if, when 
properly‘adjusted upon‘, the screw ‘ill, will, engage 
the lowerportion‘of the‘ surface‘ 8! as the door 
approaches closed position, and will ride upwardly 
on said surface as. the door is moved to ?nal 
closed, position, to correct ‘anyidoor sag. 
lnli'ig, 15, I have shown‘ door. 82 carrying a 

disc 83 ‘eccentrically mounted upon a screw 84; 
and‘ a ‘frame member ‘85 to which is secured ‘a 
bracket Bdby means of screws ‘8]. The bracket 
atgpr‘ésents oppositely upwardly inclined ‘mane 
surfaces 88 and 89, separated by a cupped surface 
96. This structure is adapted for use with ordi 
nary doors or with swinging doors. In the latter 
association, the cam 33 will engage alternatively 
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with the surfaces 88 and 89, depending upon the . 
direction in which the door has been opened. . 
In Fig. 16, Ihave shown fragments of a door . 

9i and a frame 92, the door edge carrying a disc 
83 eccentrically mounted upon a screw 94. 
bracket 95 is secured to the frame member by 
means of screws 96, or the like. and is formed to 
provide a socket, opening in the direction of door 
opening movement, and bounded by ?aring sur 
faces 98 and 99. If the door sags, the cam disc 
93 will ride up the surface 99 as the door closes; 
or if the frame has been warped so that the free 
edge of the door tends to assume a position above 
normal position, the cam disc will ride down the 
surface 93, as the door closes. ‘ 

It will be clear that any one of the embodi 
ments of the invention disclosed herein may be 
so proportioned and adjusted as to pull the free 
edge of the door downwardly, instead of lifting 
it upwardly, as the door moves to closed position, 
if conditions so demand. It will also be obvious 
that, although I have shown the elements 24 and 
28, for instance, mounted upon and projecting be 
yond the surfaces of the frame and door, either 
the door or the frame may be recessed to accom 
modate the cooperating elements, in case the door 
?ts its frame too closely to permit interposition 
of the parts between the door and its frame. 

I claim as my invention: ' 

1. A door guide for use with a door and its 
frame comprising an element mounted on the 
free vertical edge of such door and an element 
mounted on the associated edge of the door frame 
in position to be engaged by said door-mounted 
element, as the door ‘approaches closed position, 
one of said elements being adiustably mounted 
upon an eccentric horizontal axis. 

2. A door guide for use with a door and its 
frame comprising an element formed to provide 
a surface inclined out of the horizontal‘in a door 
closing direction and a second element formed 
to provide a curved surface, means for securing 
one of said elements to said frame, means for 
securing the other of said elements to the free 
vertical edge of said door in position to cause 
said element surfaces to engage cooperatively as 
said door approaches closed position, the securing 
means for said second element including a journal 
member penetrating said second element on a line 
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parallel with said curved surface but eccentric ‘ 
relative thereto. 7 

3. A door guide for use with a door assembly .75. 

. i6 . 

consisting of aframe member anda ‘closure ineim 
her, said guide comprising, a circularilrdisc‘, “a 
journal? ‘ member - for‘ 1 concentrically“ rotatably 

‘ mounting said disc'on‘ionewof‘ said doormémbers, 
a ‘second circular ‘discya ‘journal membercifor 
ecc‘entrically mounting ‘said ‘ second 'disc ‘onhthe 
other of said ‘door. members in‘ya position for 

, engagement of ‘edge surfaces“ of saidhdis'cs as ‘the 
‘ closure‘ member approaches closedlpo‘sitionfiand 
means for securing said ‘second disc‘ in any‘desired‘ 

‘ position of rotational » ‘adjustment: about wits 
journal member. i . ~ . ~ . l A l l » 

4. A‘ door guide for ‘usewwithif a?door and its 
frame comprising an element mountedon said 
frame andiai second element‘ mounted on the ‘free 
edge of'said door; saidielements being‘engageable 
and cooperable, upon .closure‘ofl saididoortlto lift 
said free edge of‘said door, ‘one‘of said ‘elements 
being ‘eccentrically mounted foriadjustmentllto 
vary the vertical position;: relative is to “its ‘support; 

, of ‘that portion of‘ its ‘surface which" engages the 
other of said elements. 3 

5. A door. guide for use with a door and its 
frame comprising means mounted on said frame‘ 
and providing a surface upwardly inclined in‘a 
door-closing direction and an upwardly-opening 
cupped surface merging with the upper end of» 
said inclined ‘surface, an element mounted on the 
free edge of said door for cooperative engagement 
with‘said means as said door approaches closed‘ 
position, said element presenting a curved surface 
for engagement with said surfaces of said means, 
and journal means supporting said element on 
said door for adjustment about an axis parallel 
with said curved surface but eccentric relative 
thereto, ‘ 

6. The door guide of claim 3 in which the ver 
. tical diameter of the closure-mounted disc, when 
the closure‘is in fully closed position, is disposed 
between the vertical diameter of‘ the frame 
mounted disc and a surface of the frame facing 
in the direction of door-opening movement. 

7. The door guide of claim 3 in which‘ the ver- ‘ 
tical diameter of the frame-mounted disc, when 
the closure is ‘in fully closed position, is disposed 
between the vertical diameter of the closure 
mounted disc and a surface of the frame facing . 
in the direction of door-opening movement, 

8. A door guide for use with a‘door and its 
frame comprising a lever pivotally mounted on 
that surface of said frame which faces the free 
edge of said door when the door is closed, an 
end of said lever being formed with a socket, 
means biasing said lever, when the door is open, 

‘ to present said socket toward the open door, and 
an element mounted on said free edge of said 
door at a level to enter said lever socket at said 
door approaches closed position and to swing said 
lever end upwardly and in the direction of door 
‘closing movement upon further closing move-. 
ment after said element enters ‘said socket, 

9. The door guide of ‘claim 8 in which said. 
element is mounted for eccentric adjustment , 
about a horizontal axis. , . 

10. The door guide of claim 8 in which said 
element is a circular disc, and including a journal 
element eccentically penetrating said disc upon 
a line parallel with the axis of said disc and 
perpendicular to said door edge. 

11. The door guide of claim 8 in which said 
biasing means is ‘a counterweight. 

12. The door guide of claim 8 in which said 
biasing means‘is a toggle spring acting, when said ‘ 
lever is carried past a neutral position by door 
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closing movement, . to ‘bias 
posite; direction. _ 
<13. Acdoor ‘guide comprising anlelement'adapte 
ed to ‘be'?xed :to that ‘surface: of a door: frame 
whichfaces the free edgefof a door when‘said 
door“v is closed, said‘elemen‘t providing an up 
Wardly presented‘ surface inclining upwardly ‘in 
the direction of’ door-closing movement, a ‘circu 
lari disc'adapted to be?xed to the free edge of 
such door, and a ‘journal element penetrating 
said disc on a line eccentric with respect to the 
axis of said disc to support said disc 'for rota 
tional adjustment about-the axisof said journal 
element. Y i 

' >14. ‘A doo'r'guide for use with a door and its 
frame comprising a device! mounted on thefree 
vertical edge of such door and a device mounted 
on the-associated edge of v‘the door frame in posi 
tion to be cooperatively engaged ‘by said door 

said-lever in. an op, 

moun-ted element, as the door approaches closed 20 
position, one of said cooperating devices provid 
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,8 
ing two-surfacesr-inclined from‘ithe zhorizontialimd 
symmetrically ?a'ring-ztoward-the other: of said 
devices, and the other ofwsaid devices-comprise 
ing a disc mountediuponlanleccentric-‘horizontal 
axis transverse tosaid-surfaces and Joca'tedhbe! 
tween the planes. of said’ surfaces.“ _ ‘ 
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